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This is to introduce to you our company GTV Global

General Trading L.L.C., an established company since

1998 in the international business hub of the United

Arab Emirates which is Dubai.

Our company is specialized in the sales and marketing

of high-quality products from leading manufacturers

in Europe. With extensive years of experience, we

believe that commitment and sincerity in exceeding

our customer’s expectations will keep our company to

the peak of its success.

The main products in this Product Group Laminates &

Boards concentrate on surfacing products, starting

from high-pressure laminates to unique concrete &

metal surfaces, melamine-faced boards, natural

wooden veneers, and wooden-based boards.

Through our specific sales divisions categorized in

Product Groups as listed here, we specialize in

marketing and sales of high-quality products from

leading manufacturers.
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Product Group 1: Laminates & Boards

Chipboards, MDF, Melamine faced boards, HPL

Edge bands

Special concrete and metal surface HPL & Boards

Birch tree Veneer for flooring & wall covering

Product Group 2: Floor & Wall Covering

Vinyl Flooring

Wooden Parquet Flooring

Wallpaper

Natural Stone for flooring & wall covering

Product Group 3: Furniture

Pillows & Duvets

Beds & Mattresses

Sofas & Seaters

Outdoor Furniture, Chairs, Tables & Loungers

Product Group 4: Fit-Out

Glass Partitions, Doors & refrigirated Ceilings

Acoustic panels

Security Partitions & Doors

Lockers & Locker systems

Internal Doors

Office meeting & workspace Cubicals



Wood based Panels & HPL

Category: Raw Boards: Chipboard, MDF, HDF Origin: Germany, India, China
High Pressure Laminates
Melamine Faced Boards
Edge Bands

Laminates & Boards

We offer perfect materials for every project with chipboards and fibreboards, which can be further refined with
decorative products, such as laminates, HPL elements or wooden veneer.

UNCOMPROMISED QUALITY & DIVERSITY OF COLLECTIONS

It is rightly said – “first impression lasts”. With our high-quality wood-based materials, we have continued building up
on that first great impact from our boards and laminates for many years. We bring to the table a legacy of exceptional
artistry, unsurpassed quality and unyielding passion for excellence. We always ensure that superior quality products
are available to you, with innovative technology and creative solution as our guiding principles from day one. We
provide a diverse portfolio where you can explore solutions that elevate contemporary or traditional styles with
stunning visual appeal and craftsmanship that stands up to everyday life.
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CHIPBOARDS
Our complete range of raw Chipboards (also
commonly called Particle Boards) is efficiently
engineered from natural wood. Since we are
innately conscious of the environment, our
chipboards are entirely conducive to use.
Unlike the conventional way where only the
bark is of use, here, the whole tree isn’t
uprooted or destroyed. Bound together with
synthetic resin, the plain Chipboards are hot-
pressed into wood panels of specific
dimensions that are denser and
homogeneously structured in comparison to
general plywood.

MDF

Medium Density Fiberboards have completely
revolutionized the prelaminated board
industry. Frequently shortened to MDF, these
Medium Density Fibreboards are extremely
popular as a material of choice in high-quality
furniture merited of their extensive efficiency,
flexibility and serviceability. In addition, MDF is
more enduring, with high reliability and long
shelf-life. The one-of-a-kind fibre interlocking
technology gives MDF high cohesive strength
from within, and this keeps it bonded together
and gives it rigidity, durability and surface
smoothness.

HPL
High Pressure Laminates are made of specially
selected decorative papers and absorbent kraft
paper impregnated with melamine and
phenolic resins. These are then pressed and
hardened under heat and high pressure. Our
HPL’s strong bonding makes them resistant to
boiling water and stain and provides increased
dimensional stability. Available in over 500
designs, these laminates create an aesthetic
look and offer its customers a dynamic range to
choose from

MELAMINE FACED BOARDS

Our melamine-faced boards are the wood-
based panel of choice for almost all tasks in
furniture making and interior finishes. It is made
up of decor paper impregnated with melamine
resin, which is pressed onto the core by heat
and pressure. It is easy to work and thanks to
the different core qualities and the variety of
decors, it is certain to be suitable for almost any
area of use.

ABS, PVC
When designing furniture you can achieve a
perfect appearance by selecting a suitable
matching edge-banding tape.

Our collection has a wide assortment of various
solid colours, wood grain designs, abstract
patterns, high gloss and super matte finishes
matching the decors of our HPL sheets and
melamine boards. Our edge-banding tapes are
available in various surface structures, including
imitations of solid wood, roughly sawn wood,
end grains, textiles, leather, and stone.



Laminates & Boards

We offer architects, interior designers and carpenters surfaces in concrete, rust, old wood, stone, metal and asphalt
looks that are very suitable for the design of walls, ceilings, floors or professional furniture and interior design.

APPLICATIONS

• BOARD FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION

Original surfaces in concrete, rust, old wood or stone look on MDF, HDF and HPL for furniture construction for the carpenter, all
products aim to come as close as possible to the original. A large number of original replicas have already been created. Original
materials – with an authentic look and feel. Mineral, through-dyed materials with 3D depth structures, in the case of metal decors
with real metal particles in the surface. The different concrete and rust characteristics have no unwinding – every square meter is
unique. A uniform appearance is guaranteed, even with large quantities format boards up to 3400 x 1300 mm.

• FLOOR, WALL, CEILING

This product group meets the highest standards of sustainability and environmental compatibility. It consists mainly of natural and
renewable materials without the addition of chlorine, plasticizers, solvents or other substances of concern. It impresses with its
original concrete look and feel, is hard-wearing and extremely durable, yet still flexible, to be glued with 1-component glue. Large
format or in plank or tile format. With a 4-sided chamfer or sharp-edged. The right accessories offer solutions for all applications.

• FACADE

The facade panel is a high-quality panel material based on basalt stone consisting of a highly compressed rock wool core board and
an approx. 1 mm thick mineral coating.

• OUTDOOR
With the Outdoor board, we have an extremely robust and resilient product. The composite boards with PUR recycling carrier are
non-rotting, mould and rot proof, and the perfect original imitation for exterior applications. As a modern composite material, the
Outdoor boards are much lighter and easier to process compared to the original construction materials.
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LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE

Concrete look and feel with air inclusions give
your objects a modern industrial design, the
possibilities are endless, available in different
sizes, colours and properties. From the flexible
version on high-pressure laminate core board
to, e.g., the water or fire-resilient version, let
your imagination go wild, nearly any design can
be achieved.

METALL RUST SURFACES

Rust is suitable not only for furniture and wall 
covering, thanks to its refined surface it can also 
be used for floorings. Specifically in contrast 
with other surfaces such as our concrete or 
wood, it leads to extraordinary designs of 
colour and structure that will fascinate 
you. With its special properties, the metal 
imitation is much more flexible and easier to 
use than real iron.

LIGHTWEIGHT METAL
Metal surfaces for immediate processing. Even
otherwise, very costly structures are easily and
quickly feasible but visually almost
indistinguishable from the original. From steel
up to copper, verdigris and brass extend the
product range. Other structures, individually as
well as other metals, are available.

Composite Boards

Category: Imitation of Concrete, Rust, and Metal Surfaces Origin: Germany
High Pressure Laminates
Wall panelling
Furniture boards



Laminates & Boards

Birch Veneer & Flooring

Category: Raw Boards: Chipboard, MDF, HDF Origin: Germany
High Pressure Laminates
Birch Bark
Veneer Flooring
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Birch bark is a surface material, offering unique designs for furniture, flooring and wall coverings. The surface material
is naturally water-repellent and has very high heat and sound-insulating properties, as well as a very good grip when
used as flooring in wet rooms.

VENEER
A NEW LOOK AND FEEL THAT GIVES YOU
THE SENSE, THAT IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN
THERE

Its appealing surface structure and soft texture
make the veneer material a new discovery for
all those who are looking for something special
in product development, interior design and
interior decoration. The advantages of the
water-repellent and slip-resistant material are
immediately apparent, both outdoors and
indoors: the consistently velvety feel offers a
multitude of possibilities for combining the
veneer with other materials as an exciting
material accent. Preferably where touch
inevitably takes place.

Veneer for furniture and door leaf production:

The veneer can be normally processed for
furniture productions used in kitchens, pantries,
beds and living rooms, as well it finds its
application in veneer for door leaf
manufacturing for hotels, high-rise office
buildings and villa constructions.

Veneer for wet rooms:

The demand for materials that come from
nature – living, healthy materials – is becoming
ever greater, even in the spa sector. Its strength
in direct contact with water and antimicrobial
nature, combined with a natural feel and a pH
similar to that of human skin, make the material
so attractive for applications in this area.

FLOORING
THE RENEWABLE MATERIAL IS AT ITS BEST
WHEN IT COMES IN CONTACT WITH WATER
AND HUMAN SKIN

Another plus of the material is that it can also
keep up with ceramic tiles in many ways since
slipping on the wet surface is prevented by the
grip of birch bark. Added to this is its
antimicrobial nature, velvety feel and a pH
value similar to that of human skin. As a base
material for the planks with a seamless look,
100% natural straw boards from high-quality
products are used.

Flooring for bathrooms:

For the barefoot area in the bathroom, the
birch flooring is ideal due to the natural
qualities of birch bark. With a pH similar to that
of human skin, it comforts the human skin with
every touch.

Flooring for SPA and sauna:

This is how you can feel good! For the skin, the
connection with nature is tangible through the
warmth, velvety and skin-friendliness of the
birch bark. And also the inner values are right:
The birch bark is harvested from the living tree
and nevi strives for natural cycles all along the
line.

Flooring for hotels and hospitality:

Birch flooring not only invites you to linger with
its appealing appearance and warm forest
tones but a healthy indoor climate is also
promoted by the breathable properties of the
straw board and the antimicrobial qualities of
the birch bark. At the same time, both natural
materials are formaldehyde-free.

WHITE NATURE BOARDS
LOOKING AT A DRAWING DESIGNED BY
NATURE ITSELF

Every piece of the white nature boards is
unique. The typical graphic structure in black
and white colour of natural birch bark sets
interesting design accents in living spaces, e.g.,
in hotel and commercial project designs.

Shape & variant:

The birch bark is assembled on wooden fixed
boards to use for wall panelling or on flexible
plywood for covering columns, for example.
The standard size available measures 250 cm in
height by 50 cm in width.

Sustainability:

Birch bark is harvested from living trees in
Nordic forests and is carefully selected and
processed in manufacturing facilities. The
gentle and sustainable interaction with nature
is noticeable and visible in the end products,
the target of this product is to preserve the
outer layer of the tree.

The board sizes, thicknesses and styles are
variable and available on short notice.
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Product Inquiry

Product inquired:

Quantity:

Offer request:

Specification details:

Company:

Contact person:

Designation:

Project name:

Sketch:
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